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Zelie home becomes focus
during solar tour
Jim Smith Eagle Staff Writer
⏲ October 8, 2018  Local News  

George Villegas, right, talks to a family from Somerset about his solar powered home in Zelienople on Sunday
during the two-day National Solar Tour. The tour, organized by the American Solar Energy Society and Solar
United Neighbors, invited interested people to visit sites tapping into solar energy.

JIM SMITH/BUTLER EAGLE

ZELIENOPLE — Mother Nature could not have provided more ideal weather for a day toZELIENOPLE — Mother Nature could not have provided more ideal weather for a day to

promote solar energy.promote solar energy.
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While bright sunshine poured down Sunday, a local home became a kind of “open house” forWhile bright sunshine poured down Sunday, a local home became a kind of “open house” for

potential buyers — or simply curiosity seekers — of solar panels.potential buyers — or simply curiosity seekers — of solar panels.

The Villegas family house at 220 S. Jefferson St. in Zelienople was part of an effort acrossThe Villegas family house at 220 S. Jefferson St. in Zelienople was part of an effort across

the country to bring attention to the bene�ts of going solar.the country to bring attention to the bene�ts of going solar.

The National Solar Tour, organized by the American Solar Energy Society and Solar UnitedThe National Solar Tour, organized by the American Solar Energy Society and Solar United

Neighbors, held Saturday and Sunday was a chance for people to learn �rst hand whatNeighbors, held Saturday and Sunday was a chance for people to learn �rst hand what

living in a solar-powered home is like.living in a solar-powered home is like.

Alan and Brenda Fike, of Somerset, along with their two children, were the �rst “tourists” toAlan and Brenda Fike, of Somerset, along with their two children, were the �rst “tourists” to

stop at the Villegas home. It was the closest home to theirs on the national tour.stop at the Villegas home. It was the closest home to theirs on the national tour.

“A day like this,” George Villegas told the Fikes, “we'll be able to produce more (electricity)“A day like this,” George Villegas told the Fikes, “we'll be able to produce more (electricity)

than what we need (for the day).”than what we need (for the day).”

He will earn utility credits, he explained, for any unused power his home's 30 solar panelsHe will earn utility credits, he explained, for any unused power his home's 30 solar panels

generate. The panels are mounted on roof trestles.generate. The panels are mounted on roof trestles.

Dollars and sense wise, Villegas said, his once-monthly electric bill of $285 will be reducedDollars and sense wise, Villegas said, his once-monthly electric bill of $285 will be reduced

to between $10 and $30.to between $10 and $30.

That brought a smile to Alan Fike's face, and prompted a quiet “wow” from his wife.That brought a smile to Alan Fike's face, and prompted a quiet “wow” from his wife.

Villegas only recently installed a solar power system at his home — the �rst in the borough.Villegas only recently installed a solar power system at his home — the �rst in the borough.

It's so new that he hasn't even gotten his �rst electric bill yet.It's so new that he hasn't even gotten his �rst electric bill yet.

The Fikes, not surprisingly, wanted to know about the cost of switching to solar.The Fikes, not surprisingly, wanted to know about the cost of switching to solar.

“What kind of investment is there for everything?” Brenda asked.“What kind of investment is there for everything?” Brenda asked.

Villegas said his system cost $26,000 to $27,000, which included federal tax credits. TheVillegas said his system cost $26,000 to $27,000, which included federal tax credits. The

current federal tax credit is 30 percent of the gross system cost.current federal tax credit is 30 percent of the gross system cost.

“I've seen systems for $12,000 to $15,000, he told the Fikes, “and other systems up to“I've seen systems for $12,000 to $15,000, he told the Fikes, “and other systems up to

$100,000.”$100,000.”

He said there are also state tax incentives available to help ease the initial sting ofHe said there are also state tax incentives available to help ease the initial sting of

transitioning to solar power.transitioning to solar power.

He told the Fikes that with the savings in electricity costs, he expects the panels will haveHe told the Fikes that with the savings in electricity costs, he expects the panels will have

paid for themselves in about eight years.paid for themselves in about eight years.
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Additionally, Villegas said installing a solar system can be �nanced and there is no paymentAdditionally, Villegas said installing a solar system can be �nanced and there is no payment

due for 18 months.due for 18 months.

He explained for the Fikes the workings of the solar energy system. He �rst pointed to theHe explained for the Fikes the workings of the solar energy system. He �rst pointed to the

inverter attached to a wall outside his house.inverter attached to a wall outside his house.

The inverter serves as the “brains” of the system, he said. It converts direct current (DC)The inverter serves as the “brains” of the system, he said. It converts direct current (DC)

energy generated by the solar panels into alternating current (AC) energy for use in theenergy generated by the solar panels into alternating current (AC) energy for use in the

home.home.

The inverter is connected to a digital meter that records how much power is being sentThe inverter is connected to a digital meter that records how much power is being sent

from the home to the grid and how much power is being bought from the borough, whichfrom the home to the grid and how much power is being bought from the borough, which

operates its own electric utility.operates its own electric utility.

A consultant for a solar power company himself, Villegas, said it took about �ve days toA consultant for a solar power company himself, Villegas, said it took about �ve days to

install the entire system.install the entire system.

The Fikes wondered about any maintenance of the panel.The Fikes wondered about any maintenance of the panel.

Nope, according to Villegas. “It's maintenance free.”Nope, according to Villegas. “It's maintenance free.”

He said the panels also come with a 25-year warranty.He said the panels also come with a 25-year warranty.

On top of all that, he claimed that solar panels increase the value of a home by aroundOn top of all that, he claimed that solar panels increase the value of a home by around

$20,000, give or take.$20,000, give or take.

Asked if he had experienced any down side to going solar, he replied, “I can't think of any.”Asked if he had experienced any down side to going solar, he replied, “I can't think of any.”

At the end of the tour, the Fikes were noncommittal about taking the solar plunge.At the end of the tour, the Fikes were noncommittal about taking the solar plunge.

“We still haven't decided,” Brenda told Villegas.“We still haven't decided,” Brenda told Villegas.

That was �ne with Villegas. The open house was about opening minds, not making sales.That was �ne with Villegas. The open house was about opening minds, not making sales.

“The worst thing about solar in Western Pennsylvania,” he said, “is lack of education on“The worst thing about solar in Western Pennsylvania,” he said, “is lack of education on

solar.”solar.”
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